




         EDITOR'S NOTES / d. lanterman

As our scheduled joint launch with the Rush Co. 4H'ers approached the weather forecast 

did not look favorable.  This year has been plagued with weather that seems to defy the 

accuracy of the N.W.S.   Looking at winds predicted well in excess of 20 mph we did our 

best to pass the word that we were moving the launch to Sunday morning which looked 

much more favorable. Rush Co. 4H leader Dennis Elder  made an early morning run out 

to the airport Saturday if someone showed up or the weather was better than predicted. 

As was par for this year, winds were very calm early and some rockets were launched. 

Afternoon winds were as high as predicted .  We appreciate Dennis making all kinds of 

efforts in what turned out to be a two day launch. Thanks also to all the 4H'ers and their 

families for shuffling their schedules.  

Our two day Regional contest KRAMO was scrubbed back in the first part of June and 

our sister  NAR section KCAR has stepped up and is hosting Son of KRAMO at the KC 

launch site. Same events will be held and FSI will be providing prizes. This will be held 

Aug. 22 and 23.  Check out the Launch Schedule page for more info and of course our 

website www.kosmo427.org. 

*********************************WELCOME NEW MEMBERS

We would like to extend a  BIG KOSMO welcome to our newest  members,  the 

Dyson's.  We missed the issue deadline last issue so this welcome is a bit belated. 

Luke Dyson, his wife, and three boys reside in Sterling Kansas having moved here 

from Illinois.  Luke was a member of NAR section NIRA. He is looking forward to 

getting certified in HPR. He has his degree in Electronics and works in IT.  Luke 

mentioned that he collects vintage video arcade machines and pinball machines, 

using his electronics skills to keep them running. We look forward to getting better 

acquainted with Luke and his family.  Steve Saner has been in contact with him

over the  net  and we briefly  got  to  meet  him at  the  LaCrosse  Airport,  but  our 

uncertain schedule that weekend prevented us from spending any quality time with 

him. Welcome to Kansas and to KOSMO !!
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